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We study the classical simulation complexity in both the weak and strong senses, of matchgate
(MG) computations supplemented with all combinations of settings involving inclusion of intermedi-
ate adaptive or nonadaptive computational basis measurements, product state or magic and general
entangled state inputs, and single- or multi-line outputs. We find a striking parallel to known results
for Clifford circuits, after some rebranding of resources. We also give bounds on the amount of clas-
sical simulation effort required in case of limited access intermediate measurements and entangled
inputs. In further settings we show that adaptive MG circuits remain classically efficiently simulable
if arbitrary two-qubit entangled input states on consecutive lines are allowed, but become quantum
universal for three or more lines. And if adaptive measurements in non-computational bases are
allowed, even with just computational basis inputs, we get quantum universal power again.
I. INTRODUCTION
When quantum computation is implemented in an ac-
tual physical system there is often an associated partic-
ular restricted class of physically natural gates. Two
examples are the quantum computational processes re-
alised in the physics of bosonic resp. fermionic, linear
optics. In the bosonic case e.g. in the KLM model
[1], we have the operations of beam splitter transforma-
tions, phase-shifting gates and (possibly adaptive) pro-
jective measurements. In the fermionic case the corre-
sponding quantum processes are captured by the elegant
mathematical formalism of matchgate (MG) circuits [2–
4]. Another important restricted gate set is that of Clif-
ford gates, featuring fundamentally in a variety of as-
pects of quantum computation and information. They
are especially important in the context of quantum er-
ror correction and fault tolerant quantum computation
[5, 6], and measurement-based quantum computation [7]
amongst others. The notion of Clifford gate too, rests on
an elegant mathematical (group theoretic) formalism but
unlike matchgates, it appears not to have an associated
characteristic physical basis.
In this work we will explore the computational power of
MG circuits supplemented with some further resources,
and along the way we will point out some interesting
parallels and contrasts to properties of Clifford circuits.
In order to obtain insight into the features which are
responsible for the power of quantum computation, a
fruitful quantitative approach is to investigate the com-
plexity of its classical simulation. Furthermore, delicate
relations between classically efficiently simulable quan-
tum computations and universal ones, as can be exposed
in such investigations, provide a novel approach [8] to
the important issue of verification of quantum computa-
tions, in the regime beyond the remit of efficient classical
computation.
MG circuits and Clifford circuits each have an espe-
cially rich associated theory of classical simulation prop-
erties ranging from being classically efficiently simulable
to being fully quantum computationally universal after
inclusion of restricted kinds of further resources. For Clif-
ford circuits, classical simulation properties begin with
the celebrated Gottesman-Knill theorem [5, 6] and inclu-
sion of a variety of further resources is studied in [9, 10].
Classical simulation properties of MG circuits are rooted
in the solvability of the free fermion model in many body
physics [3] and they were introduced into quantum com-
putation with the work of Valiant [2]. Below we will give
a review of established techniques for simulation of MG
circuits, as this will form an underpinning for our princi-
pal results.
Mathematically, MGs are a particular class of 2-qubit
gate defined by some algebraic equations (cf Sec. III
below for a precise definition). In particular they al-
ways preserve the even and odd parity subspaces of the
2-qubit state space. MG circuits are circuits in which
MGs are allowed to act only on nearest neighbour qubits.
In addition to rich classical simulation properties (elabo-
rated below) they also possess a number of further strik-
ing properties of especial interest in quantum computing.
For example, under certain conditions one can ‘compress’
the MG computation to exponentially fewer qubits, of-
fering an exponential space saving [11]. The required
nearest neighbour qubit action gives rise to further in-
teresting features related to the topology of the arrange-
ment of qubit lines: MG circuits on qubits arranged in a
ring or a straight line are classically efficiently simulat-
able whereas any other topology yields circuits capable of
universal quantum computation [12, 13]. Universal quan-
tum power is also obtained when in addition to MGs one
is allowed use of any further non-MG parity-preserving
2-qubit gate [14].
It is well known that the quantum computational
power of any (generally restricted) circuit model depends
on more ingredients than just specification of the allowed
gate set, and consideration of such further ingredients
will be key for our main results. We have at our choice
the specification of allowable input states, such as compu-
tational basis states or general product states or so-called
magic states. For outputs we may allow only a single
qubit measurement (corresponding to decision problems
with just a yes/no answer) or multiple qubit measure-
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2ments to sample more general distributions. We may also
consider intermediate measurements within the body of
the circuit, which can then be non-adaptive or adaptive
i.e. having their classical outcomes possibly determin-
ing the choice of subsequent gates. All of these, and in
their various combinations, generally have profound ef-
fects on classical simulation properties and thus on the
computational power of the allowed resources. For ex-
ample a change from non-adaptive to adaptive measure-
ments even by itself, can elevate the computational power
from classically efficiently simulable to quantum univer-
sal [9]. The fertility of adaptive measurements is also
strikingly reflected in measurement based quantum com-
putation [7]. In addition to such possible supplementary
resources we also have a variety of notions of efficient
classical simulation. Here we will use classical simula-
tion in the strong sense and in the weak sense. Roughly
speaking, a polynomial time quantum computation on
n qubits is called efficiently classically simulable in the
strong sense if each output probability and marginal can
be calculated classically up to a precision of m digits in
classical poly(n,m) time. Better suited for a fair compar-
ison to the actual running of a quantum computer is the
notion of efficient weak classical simulation, wherein we
ask to be able to sample the output probability distribu-
tion of the quantum computation in randomised classical
polynomial time (see Sec. III).
It is known (cf [3, 4, 9]) that any circuit composed of
Clifford gates or of matchgates is classically simulable in
the strong sense, if the input is a computational basis
state and the output is a final measurement on a sin-
gle qubit. Deviating slightly from this setting can lead
to computations which are still classically efficiently sim-
ulable, however, possibly only in the weak sense. De-
viating even further, leads to computations which are
very unlikely to be classically efficiently simulable. Sim-
ilarly, bosonic linear optics can be classically efficiently
simulated under certain constraints, but allowing adap-
tive measurements leads to quantum universal computing
power [1].
If we allow the input state to be any product state
(still with single line output), the simulation complexity
of Clifford circuits varies from classically efficiently simu-
lable to #P-hard (which includes NP-hardness), depend-
ing on whether adaptive measurements are allowed or
not. In contrast, the simulation of MG circuits on prod-
uct states remains classically efficiently simulable [4] even
with adaptive measurements being allowed [15]. This still
holds true if in addition to MG circuits one is allowed to
perform an arbitrary single-qubit gate at any stage on the
first qubit line [15, 16]. Recently, the scope of efficient
(weak) classical simulability of MG circuits has been ex-
tended to the scenario of having an arbitrary product
state input, arbitrary (many-line) output measurements
in arbitrary 1-qubit bases, and adaptive measurements
in the computational basis all being simultaneously in-
cluded [15]. In a more experimentally realistic setting,
fermionic linear optical processes retain classical simu-
lability properties also in the presence of suitable noisy
ancillas [17].
The strikingly different classical simulation complexity
properties of Clifford circuits vs. MG circuits, particu-
larly in a scenario of product state inputs and adaptive
measurements, are also reflected in the notion of magic
state as it applies to these two classes of circuits [18, 19].
In essence, magic state inputs together with the avail-
ability of adaptive measurements provide a means for
elevating the computational power of a class of circuits,
here Clifford circuits or MG circuits, to universal quan-
tum computing power. This is achieved by so-called gate
gadget constructions, utilising the resource of magic state
inputs and adaptive measurements to implement a fur-
ther new gate giving overall a universal gate set. In the
Clifford case the magic states can be single qubit states,
which can be chosen to deterministically implement the
T–gate [18]. In contrast, for MG circuits the simplest
pure magic state input is a 4–qubit entangled state [19],
while arbitrary 1-qubit state inputs (i.e. product states)
with adaptive measurements remain all classically effi-
ciently simulable.
Hence, the number of qubits which can be entangled
in the input state has a marked effect on the simulation
complexity in case of adaptive MG circuits (in contrast
to Cliffords where product states already provide quan-
tum universal power). Developing this realisation we will
see below, as part of our main results, that an interesting
comparison between the simulation complexities of Clif-
ford circuits and MG circuits arises if one replaces the
cases of inputs states being either computational basis
states or product states (as in the Clifford circuit results
of [9]), by the cases of the inputs being either product
states or magic states respectively. These results are
summarised in Fig. 1 that applies to MGs yet turns out
to exactly reproduce the pattern of simulation complex-
ities for Clifford circuits as given in [9].
This is a principal aim of the present work viz. to
determine the classical simulation cost of MG computa-
tions when supplemented with magic states and/or adap-
tive measurements, for both the single–line output and
the multi–line output cases. Furthermore, we generalise
these results to the scenarios where only a limited amount
of either of these resources is available. We will also ad-
dress two natural associated issues, the simulation com-
plexity when one has access to adaptive measurements in
bases different from the computational basis, and when
one is able to supply arbitrary entangled input states.
The paper is structured as follows. First we summarise
our findings in Sec II. In Section III we introduce our no-
tation, present a short review of the two most commonly
used techniques for classically simulating MG circuits,
and we review the notion of magic states in the context
of MG circuits. In Section IV we begin the development
of our results, establishing first the classical simulation
complexity of MG circuits in the setting allowing magic
input states and adaptive measurements in the compu-
tational basis, and we consider its dependence on the
3amount of each of these resources that is used. In Sec-
tion V we derive classical simulation complexities for fur-
ther MG settings, treating various kinds of input state,
type of measurements, the number of lines measured, and
the type of simulation required. This will complete the
demonstration of all the results shown in Fig. 1, and
establish the resemblance to corresponding results for
Clifford gates claimed above. Finally, in Section VI we
present our results on classical simulability of MG com-
putations with two qualitatively different further types of
resources. Firstly, in VI A we consider MG circuits sup-
plied with entangled input states on consecutive lines.
We show that for the case of 2-qubit states, such circuits
with adaptive measurements in the computational basis
can be classically efficiently simulated, while the case of
3- or more qubit states can provide universal quantum
power. Secondly, in Section VI B we investigate MG cir-
cuits with the additional resource of adaptive measure-
ments in arbitrary bases and show that this suffices again
for universal quantum computing power.
II. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
To be able to concisely refer to the broad variety of
computational resources that we will be considering, we
introduce associated abbreviations following those in [9].
IN(BITS) and IN(PROD) will refer respectively to the
setting where the input state is an arbitrary computa-
tional basis state or arbitrary product state. IN(MAGIC)
will refer to the setting where the input state may con-
tain also magic states in addition to product states. We
will refer to a scenario having non-adaptive or adaptive
intermediate measurements as ADAPT or NONADAPT
respectively. Scenarios where we measure either a sin-
gle or an arbitrary number of lines (possibly all lines) at
the end of the circuit will be referred to as OUT(1) and
OUT(MANY). Unless stated otherwise, we will always
consider the final measurements to be measurements in
the computational basis. We will use two standard types
of classical simulation, weak and strong simulation de-
noted WEAK and STRONG, as defined in [9] and below
in Section III. Briefly, given a description of the compu-
tation, in the former case we wish to classically sample
from the output distribution of the circuit, whereas in
the latter case we wish to classically compute the prob-
ability of any designated outcome or marginal. In ad-
dition, we introduce abbreviations for various degrees of
complexity of classical simulation of a scenario or set-
ting being considered: Cl-P (“classical poly time”) will
indicate that in the scenario can be efficiently classically
simulated (in the weak or strong sense being considered).
The label QC-hard indicates that classical simulation of
the scenario suffices for classical simulation of universal
quantum computation (in the weak sense). Finally, #P-
hard denotes that a classical simulation algorithm in this
setting would also be capable of solving any problem in
the class #P, which includes NP.
In terms of all these abbreviations, a summary of our
MG circuit classical simulation results is given in Fig.
1. These results resemble those for Clifford gates [9].
In fact strikingly, if in Fig. 1 we change IN(PROD) to
IN(BITS), and IN(MAGIC) to IN(PROD) (and in the
body of Fig. 1 change “Using SWAP gadget” to “Using
T gadget”) we obtain precisely the pattern of classical
simulation complexities for Clifford circuits given in [9].
In order to derive these results, we utilise the two dis-
tinct techniques of simulating MG circuits that were in-
troduced in [3] and [4]. One can be applied to simu-
late MG circuits with product state inputs and adaptive
measurements (see [15]) while the other works well for
MG circuits with entangled inputs, but without adap-
tive measurements (see Observation 1). It turns out that
both of these can be extended to handle circuits contain-
ing “a few” disallowed elements in each of the techniques.
In particular, we show how to simulate circuits with (i)
many entangled input states and a few adaptive mea-
surements (up to O(log n)), and (ii) circuits with many
adaptive measurements and a few (a constant number of)
entangled input lines (Theorems 2 and 3, respectively).
Hence, adding a limited amount of the resources remains
classically simulable; however, if too much of these re-
sources are added, then the simulation method becomes
classically infeasible.
To prove the simulation results in Fig. 1 we utilise the
techniques developed for Clifford circuits in [9] and first
show that the situation OUT(1), IN(PROD), ADAPT,
STRONG is #P–hard (see Theorem 4). This implies
that the same setting except now with the more general
input (IN(MAGIC)) is still #P–hard. Similarly, allow-
ing the more general output OUT(MANY), remains #P–
hard too (see rightmost column of Fig. 1). Next we show
that the simulation complexity of the NONADAPT case
with OUT(MANY) and IN(MAGIC) is also #P–hard
(see Theorem 5). Finally to complete the table in Fig.
1, we prove that for the previous case, with STRONG
replaced by WEAK, the existence of an efficient classical
simulation would imply collapse of the Polynomial Hier-
archy (PH) (see Theorem 6), providing evidence for the
non-existence of efficient weak simulation in this scenario.
Hence, apart form the previously known results (to
which references are given in the body of Fig. 1), it
remained to show the orange shaded fields (which imply
also the light-orange shaded fields as indicated by arrows)
to completely characterise the simulation complexity of
MG circuits for all of our considered scenarios.
Finally we also consider classical simulation properties
of two further settings for MG circuits, closely related
to those considered above: firstly, when one has access
to adaptive measurements in a basis different from the
computational basis, and secondly, when one is able to
use arbitrary entangled states as inputs.
In the first setting, it turns out that MG circuits yield
universal quantum computation if in addition to mea-
surements in the computational basis one allows adaptive
measurements in the {|+〉, |−〉} basis. Moreover, this also
4[3, 15]
[4],
Observa�on 1
[3, 15]
Using SWAP
gadget
from [19]
FIG. 1. Classical simulation complexity for different MG cir-
cuit scenarios. All abbreviations appearing are as defined in
the main text. The table summarises previously known re-
sults together with our further results to provide the full pic-
ture. Statements that are proven explicitly here are shaded
in orange. Fields shaded in light-orange may be inferred from
these results. Arrows indicate some inferences that may be
readily drawn. We use striped orange to indicate that the
proof here (Observation 1) is an easy corollary of results in
[4]. The style of the table is borrowed from Figure 1 in [9],
where Clifford circuits are studied. It is evident that this
picture for MG circuits is formally identical to the one for
Clifford circuits in [9] after some reclassification of resources,
as detailed in the main text.
holds if adaptive measurements are performed in any ba-
sis which is bounded away from the computational basis
by an inverse polynomial in n (Theorem 8).
Regarding the second setting, let us recall [19] that
any pure fermionic non–Gaussian state (cf Section IIIA
below for definitions) is a magic state for MG circuits,
and also that any fermionic state of 3 or fewer qubits
is Gaussian. This implies that usage of fermionic (gen-
erally entangled) states of 4 or more qubits in the input
can elevate the computational power of adaptive MG cir-
cuits to quantum universal. Furthermore (cf [19]) the
state |Φ+〉13|Φ+〉24 of four qubits consecutively labelled
as 1234 (and |Φ+〉 being the standard Bell state) is a
magic state. Here we show that MG circuits with ar-
bitrary entangled 2-qubit inputs on neighbouring lines,
adaptive measurements in the computational basis, and
final measurements in any product basis, remain effi-
ciently weakly simulable (Theorem 7), generalizing the
simulability result of [15] (plus answering the open ques-
tion (ii) therein). Furthermore as also already mentioned
in [19], two copies of a non–fermionic 3-qubit entangled
input states (on consecutive lines), such as the GHZ–
state, can be utilised to generate 4-qubit magic states,
which can then be used for universal quantum compu-
tation. Note that this does not contradict any previous
findings because a single copy of the state |GHZ3〉 cannot
by itself be utilised directly to implement a gate giving
universality with MGs; several copies have to be trans-
formed first into each single magic state. Taken all to-
gether, these results completely characterise the classical
simulability of MG circuits with respect to numbers of
entangled lines in the input states.
III. PRELIMINARIES
A. Notation
We will write the standard qubit Pauli operators as
X,Y, Z and the identity operator as 1.
A matchgate (MG) is a two–qubit unitary operator,
G(A,B) = A ⊕ B, where detA = detB and A resp.
B acts non–trivially on the even resp. odd parity sub-
space of two qubits. Furthermore in MG circuits the
2-qubit matchgates are required always to act on nearest
neighbour (n.n.) qubit lines only, and hereafter the term
MG in any context involving many qubits will always
implicitly refer to a n.n. action. Whereas a fermionic
SWAP gate, fSWAP= G(Z,X), is a MG, the SWAP gate,
SWAP = G(1, X) is not a MG. It is known that sup-
plementing MGs with the n.n. SWAP gate results in a
quantum universal gate set [4]. We mention that in con-
trast, in the setting of Clifford operations, the SWAP
gate is already included as a Clifford gate and any 2-
qubit Clifford operation may be applied to any pair of
qubit lines.
MGs are well known to be closely related to the evo-
lution of non–interacting fermions [3]. We will say that
a state is a fermionic state if it has fixed parity, i.e. it is
an eigenstate of the overall parity operator Z ⊗ . . .⊗ Z.
This is the case if and only if when written in the com-
putational basis, either all basis kets appearing contain
an even number of 1s or all contain an odd number of
1s. Furthermore, we call a fermionic state a Gaussian
fermionic state, if it can be generated by applying match-
gates to a computational basis state.
The set of operations generated by hamiltonians which
are arbitrary real linear combinations of the six hamilto-
nians XiXi+1, YiYi+1, XiYi+1, YiXi+1, Zi and Zi+1, coin-
cides with the set of MGs acting on qubits i and i + 1.
Let us also mention here that MGs admit a simple form
when they are decomposed into the local and non-local
part of two-qubit gates [20]. In [14] it has been shown
that a two-qubit gate is a matchgate iff it can be written
as
(
eiφ3Z ⊗ eiφ4Z) ei(αX⊗X+βY⊗Y ) (eiφ1Z ⊗ eiφ2Z) (1)
for some α, β, φ1, φ2, φ3, φ4 ∈ R.
5B. Classical simulation of quantum computations
As mentioned above, we will distinguish between
strong and weak classical simulation of a quantum com-
putation. In order to recall the definitions we denote by
{Cn} a uniform family of quantum circuits (so they are
poly-sized too) acting on an n–qubit input state |Ψn〉.
Suppose that the final measurement consists of measur-
ing k qubits (which might be O(n)) in the computational
basis. The probability of obtaining x ∈ {0, 1}k is given
by
p(x | Ψn) = 〈Ψn|C†n Πx Cn|Ψn〉 (2)
where Πx is the projector onto the subspace of n qubits
spanned by all n-qubit computational basis states con-
sistent with the given k-bit string x.
One says that the computation is classically efficiently
simulable in the strong sense if each probability in this
output distribution as well as each of its marginal prob-
abilities, can be computed to precision of m digits in
classical poly(n,m) time. We say that the computation
is classically efficiently simulable in the weak sense if it
is possible to sample from the output probability distri-
bution in classical (randomised) poly(n) time [21, 22].
Note that in the case of weak simulation, we can also
obtain an estimate of the output probabilities as frequen-
cies of outcomes in repeated samplings. According to the
Chernoff-Hoeffding bound of probability theory (cf [22]),
K samplings suffice to estimate a probability to a pre-
cision of O(logK) digits with probability exponentially
close (in K) to 1. Hence in classical poly(n) time we ob-
tain (with exponentially good probability) an estimate to
precision of only O(log n) digits, which is exponentially
weaker than that demanded in a strong simulation (with
m being poly(n) there).
1. Classical simulation of MG circuits
We review here the two distinct techniques introduced
in [3, 15] and [4] for classically simulating MG circuits,
that will be used in our results later. A reader familiar
with the techniques for classically simulating MG circuits
may skip the remainder of this subsection and continue
at Section III C.
First, we briefly recall some concepts important in the
mentioned simulation techniques, and then focus on the
scenario of OUT(1), and finally generalise the review to
the case of OUT(MANY).
Consider a MG circuit on n qubits. The 2n so-called
Majorana operators (also called Jordan Wigner opera-
tors) are defined as the n-qubit operators (omitting ten-
sor product symbols)
c2k−1 = Z . . . ZX1 . . .1
c2k = Z . . . ZY 1 . . .1,
where the X(Y ) acts on the k-th line for k = 1, . . . , n.
These operators obey the anticommutation relations
{cµ, cν} = 2δµν1 for µ, ν = 1, . . . , 2n. It will be con-
venient to also define a second set of operators fulfilling
the anticommutation relations of fermionic creation and
annihilation operators,
ai =
c2i−1 + ic2i
2
a†i =
c2i−1 − ic2i
2
{ai, aj} = {a†i , a†j} = 0, {ai, a†j} = δij1,
where i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
The unitary action U of any MG circuit can be written
as U = exp(i
∑
µν hµνcµcν), where h is a real antisym-
metric 2n× 2n matrix, i.e. U is generated by a Hamilto-
nian that is quadratic in the Majorana operators. Often,
such a U is called Gaussian. Crucial for the classical sim-
ulation of MG circuits is the fact that the linear span of
the Majorana operators is preserved under conjugation
by any MG circuit action U [3, 4]:
UcµU
† =
2n∑
ν=1
Rµ,νcν ,
U†aiU =
2n∑
ν=1
Ti,νcν , (3)
U†a†iU =
2n∑
ν=1
T ∗i,νcν .
(We remark in passing that interestingly [23], this is in
a sense formally similar to (but mathematically distinct
from) the key property of Clifford operations underlying
classical simulation results for them viz. that the Pauli
group is preserved under conjugation by Clifford opera-
tions.) Here, R in Eq. (3) can be easily determined from
U , as R = exp(−4h) and T is a complex n × 2n matrix
defined by Ti,ν =
1
2
(
RT2i−1,ν + iR
T
2i,ν
)
. Using these rela-
tions it is then easy to see how MG circuits in the setting
of IN(BITS) or IN(PROD) and OUT(1) can be classically
efficiently strongly simulated (see Section III B 2).
For the formalism that will underlie a second simula-
tion method, let us now recall some concepts concerning
the ordering of creation and annihilation operators lead-
ing to Wick’s theorem [3]. Consider a product of creation
and annihilation operators A1A2 . . . Ak, where each Ai
is either aj or a
†
j for some j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then, its
normal-ordered form, which we denote by :A1A2 . . . Ak:,
is defined as a rearrangement of the operators in the
product A1A2 . . . Ak such that all creation (annihila-
tion) operators are on the left (right), but the ordering
among the creation operators as well as the order among
the annihilation operators is kept unchanged. More-
over, the contraction AiAj of the pair of operators Ai
and Aj is defined as AiAj = AiAj − :AiAj :. Clearly,
aiaj = a
†
ia
†
j = a
†
iaj = 0 and aia
†
j = δij1. A fundamental
identity used in Wick’s theorem is that an arbitrary prod-
uct of creation and annihilation operators A1A2 . . . Ak
may be expressed as a sum over normal ordered forms of
6all possible contractions
A1A2 . . . Ak =
:A1A2 . . . Ak:
+:A1A2 . . . Ak: + :A1A2A3 . . . Ak: + . . .
+:A1A2A3A4 . . . Ak: + :A1A2A3A4 . . . Ak: + . . . .
+ . . . (4)
Importantly, the expectation values of normal ordered se-
quences of creation and annihilation operators (contain-
ing at least one such operator) under the state |0〉 =
|0 . . . 0〉 vanish. Thus, when considering the expecta-
tion value of an arbitrary sequence A1A2 . . . Ak under
the state |0〉, only fully contracted terms (and there are
potentially exponentially many of them) survive when
utilising Eq. (4). This can be used to show that it is pos-
sible to efficiently calculate expectation values of such
operator products under Gaussian fermionic states, a re-
sult known as Wick’s theorem (see e.g. [24]). As ex-
plained in [3], when considering products of Majorana
operators, i.e., A1A2 . . . Ak where Ai is some cµ, instead
of the fermionic creation and annihilation operators, then
Eq. (4) does not hold as an operator identity. Neverthe-
less, it does still hold when considering expectation values
under the state |0〉, with cµcν = Hµ,ν1, where H is the
block diagonal matrix [3]
H =
n⊕
j=1
(
1 i
−i 1
)
. (5)
2. Classical simulation of MG circuits: single qubit
measurement
Both methods that we review here utilise the fact that
|1〉〈1|1 = 1/2(1 + Z1) = 1/2(1 + ic1c2) = a†1a1. Hence,
computing the output probability of a computational ba-
sis measurement on the first line of a MG circuit U on
the input state |ψ〉, leads to
p1 = 〈ψ|U†a†1UU†a1U |ψ〉
=
∑
d,e
T1,dT
∗
1,e〈ψ|cecd|ψ〉, (6)
where we have introduced 1 = UU† and used Eq. (3).
This can be obviously generalised to measuring any single
qubit k.
The first method to simulate MG circuits which we re-
call here, has been introduced in [4]. In the following, we
will call this technique also the ‘Heisenberg technique’.
It makes use of the fact that efficient evaluation of the
probabilities of the individual outcomes (strong simula-
tion) is possible when the input state is a product state.
The sum in Eq. (6) has only O(n2) terms, and moreover,
as the input state is a product state, the summands can
be calculated efficiently as they factorise into local oper-
ators (as the ck are local operators). Note also that here
and in the following, the matrices R and T associated to
the unitary U , which describes the full MG circuit, may
be efficiently determined by forming sequential products
of the matrices Ri and Ti corresponding to the poly-many
individual MGs comprising the circuit.
The second method to compute the output of the fi-
nal single qubit measurement is based on Wick’s theo-
rem [3]. There, one uses the fact that the expression
in Eq. (6) may be rewritten as the Pfaffian of a matrix.
In this method it is important that the input |ψ〉 is a
computational basis state |w〉, where w ∈ {0, 1}n rather
than a more general product state (although this restric-
tion was later circumvented in [15]). The input state
is then expressed as a product of Majorana operators
c2p1−1, . . . , c2pl−1 acting on the state |0〉, where l is the
Hamming weight of the bitstring w. Eq. (6) then reads
p1 =
∑
d,e
T1,dT
∗
1,e
× 〈0|c2pl−1 . . . c2p1−1cecdc2p1−1 . . . c2pl−1|0〉. (7)
In Eq. (7), the product of Majorana operators can be
replaced by the sum over all fully contracted terms as
explained above (see Eq. (4)). It has been shown that
the expression in Eq. (7) can then be expressed as the
Pfaffian of an antisymmetric (2l + 2) × (2l + 2)-matrix
O [3]1. The entries Oij may be constructed with the
help Table II in [3], which we reprint here as Table I.
A Pfaffian arises here since the sum over the contrac-
tions corresponds to the sum of the signed permutations
of the matrix elements Oij . Due to the sum over d and
e, these matrix elements can be computed as the matrix
products given in Table I. More precisely, the entry Oij
may be constructed as follows. First, one looks up the
subscript labels of the Majorana operators in the ith and
jth factor (counting from the left) within the product of
2l+2 Majorana operators in Eq. (7), obtaining a (2p−1)-
or a d- or an e- label for each of i and j. Then, Oij may
be read off from Table I according to the determined
label types. Note that there exists only one Majorana-
operator with d- and e-labels in Eq. (7) and the index 1
is omitted. Hence, for now, some of the entries in Table
I are not required. Moreover, iα and iβ will be used to
label the measured lines later on; for now iα = iβ = 1.
Importantly, the matrix O may be efficiently constructed
and, moreover, as the Pfaffian of any antisymmetric ma-
trix A fulfills Pf(A)2 = det (A), Pf(O) can be efficiently
computed.
1 Note that as shown in [3], the formula obtained from the contrac-
tions depends only on the entries Oij for i < j and defining then
an antisymmetric matrix O allows to rewrite this expresssion as
a Pfaffian.
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cdβ ceβ c2pβ−1
i
cdα
(
THTT
)
iα,iβ
(
THT †
)
iα,iβ
(TH)iα,2pβ−1
ceα
(
T ∗HTT
)
iα,iβ
(
T ∗HT †
)
iα,iβ
(T ∗H)iα,2pβ−1
c2pα−1
(
HTT
)
2pα−1,iβ
(
HT †
)
2pα−1,iβ δα,β
TABLE I. Lookup table to construct a matrix Oij for i < j
as in [3]. Here H is as in Eq. (5). Moreover, α denotes the
αth qubit which is measured (in case the operator of interest
is cdα or ceα), or initially prepared in the state |1〉 (in case
the operator of interest is c2pα−1), and similarly for β. As
explained in the main text, considering the Pfaffian of the
matrix O will then allow the simulation of the MG circuit
associated to T .
3. Simulation of MG circuits involving more measurements
We now generalise Eq. (6) to multi–qubit measure-
ments. We first consider a multi-line final measurement
and then include the possibility of adaptive measure-
ments during the computation. Let us denote by i1 . . . ik
the k lines which are measured in the computational ba-
sis yielding a k-bit string x = x1 . . . xk, and let U be the
overall unitary action of the MG circuit. Using Eq. (3)
and the fact that for each line (omitting line subscript
labels) projectors are given by
Π(0) = |0〉〈0| = aa† Π(1) = |1〉〈1| = a†a, (8)
we see that the probability to obtain x is given by
p(x) =
∑
d1,e1,...,dk,ek
Ti1,d1T
∗
i1,e1 . . . Tik,dkT
∗
ik,ek
×〈ψ|Ad1e1(x1) . . . Adkek(xk)|ψ〉, (9)
where
Ade(0) = cdce Ade(1) = cecd. (10)
Note that the number of lines measured might be O(n)
so that the sum in Eq. (10) might involve exponentially
many terms. Thus generally it is not possible any more
to evaluate all terms in the sum individually and to em-
ploy the Heisenberg technique for an efficient classical
simulation. However, here the strength of the second
simulation method [3] comes into play. Given that |ψ〉 is
a computational basis state, Eq. (10) may still be rewrit-
ten as the Pfaffian of an efficiently constructible matrix
O, which is now a [2(l+ k)]× [2(l+ k)]-matrix. This ma-
trix may be explicitly constructed with the help of Table
I as explained above (and cf [3] for further details).
The next step is to treat the possibility of adaptive
measurements in the computational basis [3, 15]. We
consider each adaptive measurement to be a single line
computational basis measurement. Let us denote the se-
quence of lines that are adaptively measured and lines
measured at the end of the computation respectively by
J = (j1, j2, . . .) and I = (i1, i2, . . .). Let us now deter-
mine the joint probability of obtaining a given bit string
of intermediate measurement outcomes y = y1 . . . y|J|
and the final measurement outcome string x = x1 . . . x|I|.
The expression is obtained by replacing all measurements
by projectors which are then expressed in terms of the
fermionic creation and annihilation operators for each
specified outcome using Eq. (8) as before. Now, the or-
der of the measurements and gates must be taken into
account. Introduce the notations
Πi1...i|I|(x) = Πi1(x1) . . .Πi|I|(x|I|)
Aa1b1,...,a|I|b|I|(x) = Aa1b1(x1) . . . Aa|I|b|I|(x|I|).
In the case of a single adaptive measurement (i.e. |J | =
1 and y = y1) we obtain
p(x, y1) = (11)
〈ψ|U†1Πj1(y1)U†2Πi1...i|I|(x)U2Πj1(y1)U1|ψ〉,
where U1 is the unitary corresponding to all the gates
that need to be applied up to the first adaptive measure-
ment, U2 is the unitary of all the gates needed between
the first and the next measurement (in the present case
of |J | = 1 so U2 comprises of all the remaining gates)
etc. Note also that in an adaptive circuit, U2 generally
depends on the specified value y1. However, in order to
simplify notation, we will not explicitly label such depen-
dences, here and in the following. Let us now addition-
ally introduce the notation U1, U12, etc, where U1 is as
before, U12 corresponds to all the gates from the begin-
ning of the circuit to the second adaptive measurement,
and so on (see Figure 2). Again, U12 (and all follow-
ing unitaries) will generally depend on the outcome of
the previous adaptive measurements. We denote the T -
matrices (from Eq. (3)) corresponding to the respective
FIG. 2. Sketch of a MG circuit involving adaptive measure-
ments. By U1, we denote the part of the circuit needed up to
the first adaptive measurement (shaded MGs) and by U12 we
denote the unitary corresponding to the gates needed up to
the next meassurement (all the gates shown). U12 depends on
the outcome of the first adaptive measurement. As explained
in the main text, the strategy to simulate such a circuit is
the following. First, simulate only the part up to the first
adaptive measurement (shaded MGs); sample an outcome;
replace the first adaptive measurement by an projector onto
the obtained outcome; simulate the circuit up to the next
measurement, and so on.
8circuit parts by T 1, T 12, etc. The necessity of this no-
tation results from the necessity of introducing U1U1
†,
U12U12
†, etc. at the appropriate places in Eq. (11) [3],
in order to make use of Eq. (3). We display the resulting
expression for the joint probability for the present sim-
ple case of a single adaptive measurement (|J | = 1) in
Eq. (12) below, as well as the general case of an arbi-
trary number of adaptive measurements [3] in Eq. (13).
p(x, y1) =
∑
a1,b1,f1,g1,
d1,e1,...,d|I|,e|I|
T 1j1,a1T
1∗
j1,b1T
12
i1,d1T
12∗
i1,e1 . . . T
12
i|I|,d|I|T
12∗
i|I|,e|I|T
1
j1,f1T
1∗
j1,g1
× 〈ψ|Aa1b1(y1)Ad1e1,...,d|I|e|I|(x)Af1g1(y1)|ψ〉, (12)
p(x, y) =
∑
a1,b1,f1,g1,...,
a|J|,b|J|,f|J|,g|J|,
d1,e1,...,d|I|,e|I|
T 1j1,a1T
1∗
j1,b1 . . . T
12...|J|
j|J|,a|J|T
12...|J|∗
j|J|,b|J|
T
12...|J|+1
i1,d1
T
12...|J|+1∗
i1,e1
. . . T
12...|J|+1
i|I|,d|I|
T
12...|J|+1∗
i|J|,e|J|
× T 12...|J|j|J|,f|J|T
12...|J|∗
j|J|,g|J| . . . T
1
j1,f1T
1∗
j1,g1
× 〈ψ|Aa1b1,...,a|J|b|J|(y)Ad1e1,...,d|I|e|I|(x)Aa|J|b|J|,...,a1b1(y)|ψ〉. (13)
What we are actually interested in is the probability
distribution corresponding to only the final measurement
p(x). Considering again the case |J | = 1, the probability
p(x, y1) is the joint probability of observing the interme-
diate measurement outcome y1 and the final measure-
ment outcome x. But introducing p(x|y1), the condi-
tional probability of observing x given that the outcome
of the intermediate measurement was y1, we have that
p(x) =
∑
y1
p(x|y1)p(y1). (14)
Similarly, in case of |J | intermediate measurements we
have
p(x) =
∑
y1,...,y|J|
p(x, y|J|, . . . , y1)
=
∑
y1,...,y|J|
p(x|y|J|, . . . , y1)
× p(y|J||y|J|−1, . . . , y1) . . . p(y2|y1)p(y1), (15)
where we have iteratively expressed p(x) in terms of the
conditional and the marginal probability distributions.
With this, we are now ready to recall the method
to weakly simulate adaptive MG circuits with compu-
tational basis input [3]. The method is based on two
key ingredients. First, under certain conditions which
we discuss later on, expressions of the form in Eq. (13)
may be efficiently computed. Second, a sample from the
probability distribution p(x) may be obtained through it-
eratively sampling marginal distributions as in Eq. (15).
The procedure to do so is the following [3]: (1) the cir-
cuit up to the first intermediate measurement is consid-
ered and the probabilities for outcomes y1, p(y1) are com-
puted; (2) one classically samples one outcome y1 from
p(y1) and fixes this outcome for the rest of the procedure;
(3) then, p(y2|y1) is calculated using p(y2, y1)/p(y1),
where the numerator can be calculated by evaluating
Eq. (13) and the denominator has been determined pre-
viously; (4) an outcome of the second measurement y2 is
classically sampled from p(y2|y1); (5) the preceding steps
are repeated until the final measurement outcome x is
sampled.
Let us now recall why Eq. (13) may be calculated effi-
ciently in case of computational basis input [3]. It is clear
that the number of summands in Eq. (13) is exponential
in the number of intermediate measurements |J | as well
as in the number of final measurements |I|. Thus, in
general it is impossible to evaluate all terms in the sum
individually. However, as before, the sum may be reex-
pressed as the Pfaffian of an antisymmetric square matrix
O, which here is of dimension 2(l + |I| + 2|J |), where l
is the Hamming weight of the input string. Recall also
that |I| is the number of final measurements and that
|J | is the number of adaptive measurements. For details
on constructing O in this case, in particular, for the re-
quired counterpart of Table I, we refer the reader to [3].
Note that the technique remains efficient for O(poly(n))
adaptive measurements.
4. Comparing simulation techniques and extensions
The classical simulation techniques introduced in [4]
can be straightforwardly generalised to input states that
contain (arbitrarily many) groups of qubits that are ini-
tialised in an arbitrary entangled state, as long as the
size of each group is at most O(log n). We will elaborate
on that in Section IV. In this context it does not matter
how the entangled states are distributed over the lines,
in particular, the lines with entangled states need not be
adjacent. Interestingly, the second technique described
above (and as presented in ([3]) cannot provide efficient
9classical simulation in this scenario of more general input
states.
The method of efficiently simulating adaptive measure-
ments introduced in [3] has been generalised to apply
to an arbitrary product state input in [15]. It relies on
the efficient generation of any product state from the
input state |0〉⊗n|+〉 by a MG circuit, and then showing
that adaptive MG circuits on the “almost-computational-
basis” state |0〉⊗n|+〉 remain efficiently classically simu-
lable (by considering the two superposition components
of |+〉 separately). We will use this technique later in our
work and briefly review it here. The reduction is achieved
by making use of the so-called Hadamard gadget, which
allows one to transform |0〉⊗n|+〉 into any desired product
state using a MG circuit. The idea is to apply G(H,H)
to the auxiliary line, initialised in the state |+〉, and its
n.n. target line. This leaves the auxiliary line unchanged
as |+〉 and acts as a Hadamard gate on the target line.
Together with single qubit phase gates, which are match-
gates, this allows for the construction of an arbitrary sin-
gle qubit unitary on a target line. Using fermionic swaps,
fSWAP = G(Z,X), the resulting state is then swapped
from the target line to the required position. Fermionic
swaps act identically to the conventional swap gate when
any of the two input states is |0〉. Hence, to generate
an arbitrary input state starting with |0〉⊗n|+〉, one can
proceed as follows [15]. First, |φ1〉 is created on line n,
then n− 1 fermionic swaps are used to swap the created
state through the first n − 1 lines (which are all in |0〉).
The overall state is now |φ1〉|0〉⊗n−1|+〉. Then, |φ2〉 is
created on line n and swapped into position 2 using n−2
fermionic swaps and so on.
C. Magic states for MG circuits
The notion of magic state was first introduced in [18]
in the context of Clifford circuits. Extending Clifford
gates with the T gate gives a universal gate set. But
instead of enlarging the gate set, one can also consider
allowing more general input states (called magic states)
and adaptive measurements to implement a new gate by
using only previously available gates. Specifically, for
the T gate this is achieved by the so-called T -gadget, a
small adaptive Clifford circuit that consumes one copy
of the magic state |A〉 = 1/√2 (|0〉+ eipi/4|1〉) as well as
one adaptive measurement in the computational basis to
allow deterministic implementation of one T -gate [18].
However, neither copies of the magic state, nor adaptive
measurements in the computational basis on their own
give rise to universal quantum computation. On the con-
trary, these situations have been proven to be classically
efficiently simulable [9].
In earlier work, we studied the notion of magic states
in the context of MG circuits in [19]. It turns out that
its definition is more subtle there compared to the con-
text of Clifford circuits, due to the n.n. condition for
MG actions and non-availability of the SWAP operation.
Also since MG circuits remain classically simulable even
if arbitrary product input states and adaptive measure-
ments in the computational basis are allowed [15] we see
that single-qubit states cannot be magic states for MG
circuits. In [19], we introduced the following natural def-
inition of magic states for MG circuits: if R is a resource-
ful k-qubit gate (i.e. giving universal computation with
MGs), we say that an m-qubit state |M〉 is a magic state
for R if
(M1): there is a circuit C of MGs and adaptive mea-
surements such that for any k-qubit state |α〉, C maps
|α〉|M〉 to (R|α〉)|M˜〉 (where |M˜〉 is any state, that may
depend on the intermediate measurement outcomes too.
However, it may not depend on |α〉.)
(M2): The state |M〉 can be swapped through arbitrary
states using only MGs.
(Actually, a slightly more general version of (M1), toler-
ating a small error, is used [19] but for transparency we
will not reproduce it here).
We showed that (M2) is fulfilled iff the state is
fermionic, and we derived the following characterisation
of pure magic states.
Theorem 1 ([19]). Any pure fermionic state which is
non–Gaussian is a magic state for MG computations.
An example of a magic state is the 4–qubit state
|M〉 = |Φ+〉13|Φ+〉24 (where |Φ+〉 is the standard Bell
state), which can also be reversibly transformed via MGs
into the 4–qubit GHZ-state [19, 25]. Similar to the T–
gadget for Clifford operations, these states can be used to
implement the SWAP operation (known to be resourceful
for MGs) on two neighbouring lines as detailed in [19];
briefly, first, a copy of |M〉 is swapped in between the
two target lines using fSWAPs. Then, two Bell measure-
ments are performed on each of the two target lines and
the outer lines of |M〉, respectively, followed by adap-
tive Pauli corrections. A Bell measurement may be im-
plemented through the MG G(H,H) followed by com-
putational basis measurements. Finally, the measured
lines are swapped to the bottom of the circuit using
G(±Z,X)s. All of this amounts to an adaptive MG
circuit that deterministically implements a n.n. SWAP
gate.
IV. CLASSICAL SIMULABILITY OF MG
CIRCUITS SUPPLEMENTED WITH
ENTANGLED STATE INPUTS AND/OR
ADAPTIVE MEASUREMENTS
We have seen that MG circuits are classically simulable
(even in the strong sense) in the setting of IN(BITS) and
OUT(1), and above in Section III C, that MG circuits
supplied with copies of the magic input state |M〉 and
adaptive measurements in the computational basis give
rise to universal quantum computation. In this section,
we investigate the case of OUT(1) where one has access to
either of the resources ADAPT or IN(MAGIC). The case
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IN(PROD), ADAPT, OUT(1) has already been shown to
be weakly simulable in [15]. Hence for OUT(1), the only
missing case is IN(MAGIC), NONADAPT, OUT(1). We
show that this scenario is strongly simulable (Observa-
tion 1). After that, we analyse the simulation complex-
ity in case one has limited access to the resources. In
Sec. V we will then consider further settings including
those with OUT(MANY), to complete demonstrations of
all results given in Figure 1.
A. Many entangled states and/or many adaptive
measurements
The case in which magic states are available, but no
adaptive measurements are allowed is classically simula-
ble due to the Heisenberg technique [4], as the following
observation, which is a straight forward generalisation of
[4], shows.
Observation 1. A matchgate circuit with product state
input and a final single qubit measurement, and no adap-
tive measurements, which is additionally supplemented by
magic state input in form of copies of |M〉 (and in fact if
supplemented by arbitrary entangled states, each involv-
ing up to O(log n) lines) is classically efficiently simulable
in the strong sense.
Proof. Consider the proof in [4], which we briefly recalled
in Section III B 1, which shows the statement for product
state inputs. The proof therein generalises to an entan-
gled input state |ψ〉, as long as the input state can be
written as a tensor product |ψ〉 = |φ1〉⊗ . . .⊗|φl〉, where
each |φi〉 involves only up to O(log n) (not necessarily
contiguous) qubits. In fact, in Eq. (6) the matrices in-
volved in the computation would be of sizeO(poly n).
Table II summarises the cost of simulating MG circuits
depending on whether magic state input and/or adaptive
measurements in the computational basis are allowed (see
also Figure 1). The first two rows in Table II are clas-
sically simulable for different reasons. The case where
adaptive measurements in the computational basis are
allowed was addressed in [15].
IN(MAGIC) ADAPT Simulation cost
Yes No Cl-P [4], Obs. 1
No Yes Cl-P [3, 15]
Yes Yes QC-hard (SWAP-gadget) [19]
TABLE II. Simulation cost of MG circuits and available re-
sources: adaptive measurements in the computational basis
and magic input states |M〉 are available. ‘Yes’ indicates that
a polynomial amount of the resource is available. ‘No’ means
that a resource is not available.
B. Limited number of magic states or adaptive
measurements
Here we will show that one can extend the classical
simulation techniques to allow ‘a few’ of the resources
at the places where we find ‘no’ resources in Table II
retaining efficient classical simulability.
Theorem 2. MG circuits on n qubits initialized in an
input state |ψ〉 consisting of arbitrary entangled states
|ψi〉 on at most O(log n) qubits each, supplemented by
k (single-line) adaptive measurements as well as a sin-
gle final measurement in the computational basis can be
(weakly) classically simulated in O(poly(n)(2n)4k) time.
Proof. Consider the expression in Eq. (13). It is clear
that in case of an input state as described in the theo-
rem, evaluating a single summand involves multiplication
of O(n)-dimensional vectors and a matrix which is a ten-
sor product of O(log n) Pauli matrices and thus takes
O(poly(n)) time. Now note that the number of summa-
tion variables occurring in Eq. (12) is given by two times
the number of finally measured lines (here, 1) plus 4k,
and each of the variables runs from 0 to 2n − 1. Thus,
there are (2n)4k+2 summands. In order to obtain a sam-
ple from the final measurement, actually k+1 simulations
are performed, where the ith simulation simulates the
circuit up to the ith measurement (cf. Section III B 3).
However, as k is bounded by poly(n) (recalling that all
our circuits are poly-sized), one thus obtains a total sim-
ulation cost of O(poly(n)(2n)4k), which proves the theo-
rem.
Note that the simulation in Theorem 2 is efficient if
we only have up to a constant number of intermedi-
ate measurements, k. Moreover, O(log n) adaptive mea-
surements in the computational basis lead to a quasi-
polynomial runtime of the classical simulation algorithm.
Our next result establishes an upper bound on the clas-
sical simulation cost of the setting of poly-many adaptive
measurements and entangled inputs. Note that the adap-
tive setting considered here encompasses OUT(1) and
OUT(MANY).
Theorem 3. MG circuits with product state input on
n lines, supplemented with an arbitrary entangled input
state on k lines, and poly(n) many adaptive measure-
ments in the computational basis, can be (weakly) classi-
cally simulated in O(poly(n)22k) time.
Proof. Let |ψ〉 = |φ1〉 . . . |φn〉|χ〉 denote the input state
to the (n+ k)-qubit MG circuit, with |φi〉 being 1-qubit
states and |χ〉 an arbitrary state on k qubits. As in [15]
(see also Section III B 4), we can construct a matchgate
sequence that generates |φ1〉 . . . |φn〉|χ〉 from |0〉⊗n|+〉|χ〉
and thus reduce the problem to simulating a (n+ k+ 1)-
qubit MG circuit with input |0〉⊗n|+〉|χ〉. Similarly as
in [3], it is possible to simulate the circuit up to the ith
intermediate measurement, replace the ith intermediate
measurement with a projector onto a classically sampled
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)
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(
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(
T 1
∗
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)
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cdα X
(
T 12HT 1
T
)
iα,j1
(
T 12HT 1
†)
iα,j1
(
T 12HT 12
T
)
iα,iβ
(
T 12HT 12
†)
iα,iβ
(
T 12H
)
iα,2pβ−1
ceα X
(
T 12
∗
HT 1
T
)
iα,j1
(
T 12
∗
HT 1
†)
iα,j1
(
T 12
∗
HT 12
T
)
iα,iβ
(
T 12
∗
HT 12
†)
iα,iβ
(
T 12
∗
H
)
iα,2pβ−1
c2pα−1 X X X X X 0
TABLE III. Generalised lookup table for the construction of matrix elements Oi,j for i < j, which are required in the proof of
Theorem 3 (based on the technique for simulating MG circuits introduced in [3]). ‘X’ indicates that such terms do not appear.
We use the same notation as in Section III B 3, e.g., T 12 is associated to the gates up to the second measurement (see also
Figure 2). Moreover, α denotes the αth qubit which is finally measured (for cases cdα , ceα), or contains ‘1’ in the currently
considered computational basis component w (for case c2pα) or w
′ (for case c2qα), and similarly for β. Despite the fact that
the first column (last row) could be omitted, we give them nevertheless to make it clear that terms of that form either do not
appear or do not contribute.
outcome and repeat the procedure in order to simulate
up to the (i+1)th measurement (see also Section III B 1).
Hence it remains to show that for the input state at
hand, Eq. (13) may be evaluated within the claimed over-
all simulation runtime. We first illustrate the evalua-
tion of the mentioned expression for the case of a sin-
gle adaptive measurement and then generalise the ar-
gument to O(poly n) adaptive measurements. Let us
write the state |0 . . . 0〉|+〉|χ〉 into the computational ba-
sis, |0 . . . 0〉|+〉|χ〉 = ∑w∈{0,1}k+1 λw|0 . . . 0〉|w〉. Insert-
ing into Eq. (12) leads to
p(x, y1) =
∑
w,w′
λwλ
∗
w′
∑
a1,b1,f1,g1,
d1,e1,...,d|I|,e|I|
T 1j1,a1T
1∗
j1,b1T
12
i1,d1T
12∗
i1,e1 . . . T
12
i|I|,d|I|T
12∗
i|I|,e|I|T
1
j1,f1T
1∗
j1,g1
× 〈0|c2ql′−1 . . . c2q1−1Aa1b1(y1)Ad1e1,...,d|I|e|I|(x)Af1g1(y1) c2p1−1 . . . c2pl−1|0〉. (16)
Here and in the following we use the same notation as
in Section III B 1. Similarly as in [3], we have rewrit-
ten |w〉 and |w′〉 as Majorana operators acting onto |0〉,
|w〉 = c2p1−1 . . . c2pl−1|0〉, |w′〉 = c2q1−1 . . . c2ql′−1|0〉 (see
also Section III B 1). Note that the pi and qi depend on
the summation indices w and w′. Expressions of the form
in Eq. (16) can be evaluated by individually evaluating
each summand of the sum over w and w′. In [3], it has
been shown how to efficiently evaluate the summands
where w = w′ (see also Section III B 1). The method
therein can be straightforwardly generalised to the cases
where w 6= w′. Each summand can be rephrased as a
Pfaffian of an antisymmetric square matrix O of dimen-
sion l+l′+2(|I|+2), where l (l′) is the Hamming weight of
w (w′). The matrix O can be easily constructed by going
through the pairs (i, j) of Majorana operators ordered as
in Eq. (16) and consulting Table III in order to read off
the matrix entry Oi,j . In case of |J | adaptive measure-
ments, the matrix O may be similarly constructed and
has a dimension of l + l′ + 2(|I|+ 2|J |).
Let us now consider the runtime of the algorithm. As
the state |0 . . . 0〉|+〉|χ〉 can be decomposed into at most
2k+1 computational basis elements, we have to evaluate
up to 4 × 22k w-, w′-summands within Eq. (16) and its
generalisation for more adaptive measurements. Evalu-
ating each of those summands can be done in poly(n)
time, and moreover, the procedure has to be repeated
for each of the poly(n) many adaptive measurements.
Hence, the overall runtime of the simulation algorithm
is O(poly(n)22k). Note that a factor 2 can be saved as
matrix elements 〈w′|.|w〉 vanish, unless w and w′ both
have even, or both have odd Hamming weight.
Clearly, the simulation of MG circuits as in Theorem
3 remains efficient if up to k = O(log n) lines start out in
an entangled input state.
V. CLASSICAL SIMULATION
CLASSIFICATION OF MG COMPUTATIONS
We now complete the classification of classical simu-
lation complexity for MG computations under various
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conditions on the input state, type of measurements, the
number of lines measured and the type of simulation re-
quired, as given in Fig. 1.
First, we show that the scenario OUT(1), IN(PROD),
ADAPT, STRONG is #P–hard (see Theorem 4). This
implies that in the same setting, but with the more
general input IN(MAGIC), simulation is still #P–
hard. Similarly the setting with a more general out-
put OUT(MANY) remains #P–hard too. Then we show
that the simulation complexity of the NONADAPT case
with OUT(MANY) and IN(MAGIC) is also #P–hard
(see Theorem 5). Finally we prove that considering the
previous case but with weak simulation, the existence
of an efficient classical simulation would imply that the
polynomial hierarchy PH collapses (see Theorem 6). We
heavily use proof techniques presented in [9], which have
been used there to prove similar results in the context of
Clifford computations, and suitably adapt them to prove
the results outlined above.
Let us now show that the scenario OUT(1),
IN(PROD), ADAPT, STRONG is #P–hard.
Theorem 4. Let A be the set of processes defined by
adaptive MG circuits with product state inputs, and single
bit outputs. Strong classical simulation of A is #P-hard.
Proof. The strategy employed in Theorem 2 of [9] to
prove #P-hardness of strong simulation of adaptive Clif-
ford circuits with computational basis input and single
bit outputs is applicable here with several key differ-
ences. In what follows, we will emphasise the differences
between [9] and MG circuits.
Any Boolean function f from n bits to one bit can be
implemented using a sequence of Toffoli and X gates to-
gether with further ancilla bits initialised to 0. Hence,
for input register restricted to being a computational ba-
sis state |x〉 (and omitting any ancillas used), the map
Af : |x〉|0〉 7→ |x〉|f(x)〉 can be realised by such a gate
sequence. Given the fact that one can strongly simulate
any circuit in the set A, we show that then, one can com-
pute the number of input strings for which f evaluates
to 1. In the Clifford case the sequence of Toffoli + X
gates can be realised as follows. There, a Toffoli gate can
be implemented by measuring one of the control bits and
conditionally applying a C-NOT to the second control bit
and the target bit. For MG circuits, a similar construc-
tion is possible. In order to implement a Toffoli gate on
a computational basis state, both of the control lines are
measured in the computational basis and a conditional
X is implemented on the target line. In MG circuits, it is
only possible to apply X on pairs of neighbouring lines,
i.e., Xi ⊗Xi+1, which is easily checked to be a MG. The
application of a single X on a line can then be achieved
by introducing an auxiliary line |0〉 and an O(n) length
ladder of Xj⊗Xj+1 gates in order to get rid of the second
(undesired) X until it acts on the auxiliary line.
A second ingredient of the proof in [9] is to provide a
uniformly random input string. There, this is achieved
by starting from |0〉⊗n, applying a Hadamard on all lines
and then measuring all lines. The Hadamard is not a
matchgate, however, as we are allowing product state in-
puts we can simply directly start with |+〉⊗n and measure
all lines.
The whole process of running Af on a random input x
is thus in the set A. Strong simulation is now tantamount
to calculating of the number of input strings for which
f evaluates to one, #f viz. measuring the second regis-
ter after the application of Af yields outcome one with
a probability of #f/2n whose value is provided by the
strong simulation. Hence, strong simulation is #P-hard,
as in [9].
Now, we show that also the task of strongly simu-
lating the NONADAPT case with OUT(MANY) and
IN(MAGIC) is #P–hard.
Theorem 5. Let A be a set of processes defined by non-
adaptive MG circuits with magic state and product state
inputs and multiple bit outputs. Strong classical simula-
tion of A is #P-hard.
Proof. We will follow the outline of the proof of Theo-
rem 6 from [9], which is the Clifford counterpart of the
present theorem. The main idea is to show that if it is
possible to efficiently strongly simulate the output of MG
circuits associated with A, then it would also be possible
to strongly efficiently simulate universal quantum com-
putations. This, in turn, would allow calculation of #f
for an arbitrary Boolean function f , since #f/2n can be
realised as an output probability of a suitable quantum
computation (evaluation of f on an equal superposition
of all its inputs).
It remains to show that strong simulation of universal
quantum computation can be reduced to a strong simula-
tion of MG circuits given by A. To this end, consider an
arbitrary (universal) quantum circuit D in terms of MGs
and SWAP gates. Now, consider a ‘gadgetised’ version
of the circuit, D′, in which all SWAP gates are replaced
by SWAP-gadgets and magic states |M〉 (see also Section
III C) [19]. Recall that the SWAP-gadget involves adap-
tive measurements followed by adaptive Pauli corrections
and (adaptive) G(±Z,X) to swap out auxiliary lines. In-
stead of this, however, let us omit the intermediate mea-
surements in the gadget as well as the Pauli-corrections.
Let us directly use a sequence of fSWAP = G(+Z,X)
gates to ‘swap’ the lines in question to the bottom of the
circuit. Then, at the end of the computation, these lines
are measured in the computational basis. In case all the
measurements on the auxiliary lines yield outcome 0, the
remaining lines of D′ are prepared in the output state of
D. Otherwise, however, this is not necessarily the case.
Let K denote the number of SWAP gates in the circuit
and let us denote the additional lines that were added for
the K SWAP-gadgets by a1, . . . , a4K . Then, the output
probability of measuring a bit string y on the qubits of
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interest in the circuit D is given by
probD(y) = probD′(y|0a1 . . . 0a4K )
=
probD′(y 0a1 . . . 0a4K )
probD′(0a1 . . . 0a4K )
. (17)
Strong simulability of D′ allows the evaluation of both
quantities in the quotient in Eq. (17), and thus strong
simulation of D. As D′ is a computational task as defined
by A, the statement follows.
For our next result, recall that Observation 1 as-
serted that the setting of non-adaptive MG circuits with
IN(MAGIC) and OUT(1) can be classically efficiently
simulated in the strong, and hence also in the weak sense.
However, allowing for OUT(MANY) i.e. a multiple num-
ber O(n) of outputs, is a setting that is unlikely to be
even weakly simulable, as we show in the following. (The-
orem 5 above has shown that for this setting, strong, but
not necessarily weak, simulation is #P-hard.) More pre-
cisely we will show that efficient weak simulability of this
setting would imply collapse of the polynomial hierarchy
PH.
Theorem 6. Let A to be the set of processes defined by
non-adaptive MG circuits with magic state and product
state inputs, and multi-line outputs. Efficient weak clas-
sical simulability of A would imply a collapse of PH to
its third level.
Proof. The technique used to prove this theorem is very
similar to that used to prove of its counterpart for Clif-
ford circuits (see Theorem 7 of [9]): we will consider a
setting in which, additionally, it is possible to post-select
measurement outcomes produced by a process defined by
A. We will argue that within this post-selected variant
of A, universal quantum computation with post-selection
is possible. Then the proof is completed by the fact [26]
that efficient weak simulability of any class of quantum
circuits, whose post-selected version gives rise to post-
selected universal quantum computation, implies collapse
of PH. Note that the probability of the measurement out-
comes, on which one post-selects, does not play a role as
long as it is non-vanishing.
It remains to show that A with post-selection indeed
gives rise to post-selected universal quantum computa-
tion. To this end, consider an arbitrary (universal) quan-
tum circuit in terms of MGs and SWAP gates. As in the
proof of Theorem 5, consider a ‘gadgetised’ version of the
circuit and just as there, let us omit the adaptive mea-
surements, the Pauli-corrections, and use fSWAP gates
to dispose the auxiliary lines, which are only measured
at the end of the computation. Again, this may poten-
tially corrupt the state of all of the involved lines. To
avoid this, the measurements on the auxiliary lines are
post-selected on obtaining the outcome 0. It can be read-
ily verified that this procedure has the same effect as
actually performing the intermediate measurements and
adapting on the outcomes, and hence achieves universal
quantum computation. Note that the described process
is a post-selectedA process, and thus completes the proof
of the theorem.
VI. ADDITIONAL RESULTS ON THE
COMPUTATIONAL POWER OF MG CIRCUITS
In this section, we present two additional settings for
MG circuits complementing those that have already been
considered. First, we consider MG circuits with adap-
tive measurements in the computational basis and input
states in which fewer than four consecutive qubits may
be entangled. We show that two-qubit entangled input
states (on consecutive lines) remain classically efficiently
simulable, while entanglements over sets of three consec-
utive lines allow universal quantum computation. Then,
secondly, we consider MG circuits with computational
basis inputs and adaptive measurements in arbitrary (1-
qubit) bases. While measurements in the computational
basis have been shown to be classically efficiently simula-
ble, here we show that if adaptive measurements in any
additional basis are available, then universal quantum
computation becomes possible.
A. Few-qubit entangled input states on consecutive
lines
As mentioned previously, the setting of MG circuits
with product input states, final 1-qubit measurements in
arbitrary bases and adaptive measurements in the com-
putational basis, is weakly classically efficiently simula-
ble [15]. In contrast to this (cf our discussion of magic
states for MG circuits), if in this setting we allow 4-qubit
entangled states on consecutive lines in the input then
universal quantum computation becomes possible [19].
Hence the question of the simulation complexity of two-
as well as three-qubit entangled input states naturally
arises: how does the computational power transition from
the classically simulable single-qubit input setting into
universal quantum computation for four- or more-qubit
entangled input states?
In the following we show that MG circuits in the above
setting with two-qubit entangled input states on consec-
utive lines remains classically simulable. To this end, we
will use the Hadamard gadget technique of [15] (cf also
Section III B 4). Then we will show that the 3-qubit set-
ting allows universal quantum computation.
Theorem 7. Consider the setting of n-qubit MG cir-
cuits with final single-qubit measurements in arbitrary
bases, and adaptive measurements in the computational
basis. Let the input state be an n-qubit state |ψ〉 that is a
tensor product of arbitrary two-qubit entangled states on
neighboring lines |ψ〉 = |α〉12|β〉34 · · · |δ〉(n−1)n. Then the
resulting processes are classically weakly efficiently simu-
lable.
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Proof. As explained in Section III B 4, a MG circuit can
be constructed that transforms a state |0〉⊗n|+〉 into
an arbitrary n-qubit product state [15]. It has been
proven in [15] that an adaptive MG circuit with the in-
put state |0〉⊗n|+〉 is classically weakly efficiently simu-
lable. Here we show that there exists an adaptive MG
circuit that transforms the input state |0〉⊗n+bn/2c|+〉 to
arbitrary 2-qubit entangled states on neighbouring lines,
|ψ〉 = |α〉12|β〉34 · · · |δ〉(n−1)n. With the above result of
[15], this will complete the proof of Theorem 7.
To achieve the above claimed reduction, we con-
struct a small MG circuit involving adaptive measure-
ments in the computational basis which, when applied
to the (n + bn/2c + 1)-qubit product state |ψ0〉 =
|+〉|00〉|+〉|00〉|+〉 . . . |+〉|00〉|+〉, generates arbitrary two-
qubit states on neighbouring lines. Considering |ψ0〉, let
us call those lines that are initialised in |+〉 auxiliary lines
and let us call those lines that are initialised in |0〉 com-
putational lines. The computational lines will eventually
carry the two-qubit entangled states while the auxiliary
lines will be measured in the process.
The Hadamard gadget introduced in [15] (see also Sec-
tion III B 4) makes it possible to implement Hadamard
gates on a line juxtaposed to any line whose state is
|+〉, i.e., on all the computational lines. Recall that sin-
gle qubit phase gates are matchgates. Then, with avail-
ability of the Hadamard gate, one can implement arbi-
trary single-qubit unitaries on the computational lines.
Moreover, recall that gates of the form ei(αX⊗X+βY⊗Y ),
where α, β ∈ R, are MGs and may thus be implemented
on (neighbouring) computational line pairs (cf Section
III B 1 and also [14]). This suffices to implement arbi-
trary two-qubit unitaries on the computational line pairs,
which may be seen e.g. using the decomposition of two-
qubit unitaries given in [20]. See also Figure 3 for a
picture of the construction. Finally, the n/2 auxiliary
lines are discarded by first measuring them in the com-
putational basis and then depending adaptively on the
measurement outcome, swapping them out using either
fSWAP or G(−Z,X). One thus ends up with n con-
secutive lines initialised in any desired two-qubit states
on consecutive lines, completing the proof of the Theo-
rem.
Let us remark here that it is crucial to have the entan-
gled two-qubit input states being on neighbouring lines
in order to have a classically efficiently simulable situ-
ation. Indeed, the setting of entangled two-qubit input
states on non-neighbouring lines, such as e.g. the magic
state |M〉, actually allows universal quantum computa-
tion. In [15] it is asserted that the overall ordering of the
qubits in MG circuits is irrelevant for issues of efficient
classical simulability. However the argument given there
(involving translating the MG process back to a process
on fermionic modes, then relabelling the modes and fi-
nally translating back to a MG description), does not
apply to entangled input states (e.g. generally altering
the range of entanglements) so there is no contradiction
with our results. We discuss this issue further in Ap-
pendix A.
Finally here, we address three-qubit entangled input
states. It can be easily seen that the circuit gadget con-
structed in the proof of Theorem 7 may be generalized to
generate certain sub-families of three-qubit states. How-
ever, such constructions seem to not allow the genera-
tion of all three-qubit states. Indeed note that e.g. two
copies of the three-qubit GHZ-state on neighbouring lines
may be converted into a copy of the magic state |M〉 via
matchgates and adaptive measurements in the computa-
tional basis (cf also [19]). Thus, MG circuits with adap-
tive measurements in the computational basis supplied
with certain three-qubit entangled input states (each on
consecutive lines) can allow universal quantum computa-
tion.
Altogether, we thus obtain the following picture of the
transition from a classically simulable situation into uni-
versal quantum computation for few-qubit entangled in-
put states. We have that the classical simulability of
single-qubit input states is still retained for entangled
two-qubit input states on consecutive lines. This is not
the case any more for entangled three-qubit states on
neighboring lines. While certain subclasses of three-qubit
states remain classically simulable, others, however, may
be converted into magic states and thus allow universal
quantum computation. Then, considering four- or more-
qubit states, clearly universal quantum computation is
possible, as fermionic non-Gaussian states (and thus
magic states) exist within these states. Furthermore, if
2-qubit entangled input states on non-consecutive lines
are allowed, this recovers universal quantum computa-
tion too.
B. MG circuits with adaptive measurements in
arbitrary bases
In this subsection we study the computational power of
MG circuits with product state input and adaptive mea-
surements in arbitrary bases. While it has been show that
adaptive measurements in the computational basis are
classically efficiently simulable [15], not much is known
about adaptive measurements in differing bases. First,
we start out with a simple scenario, in which a specific
additional measurement basis is available, namely mea-
surements in the basis {|+〉, |−〉}. We observe that the
possibility of measuring in this basis (in addition to the
computational basis) allows universal quantum compu-
tation. Then we show that more generally, the possibil-
ity of adaptively measuring in the computational basis
as well as any additional basis (sufficiently distinct from
the computational basis) allows universal quantum com-
putation.
Observation 2. MG circuits with computational basis
input and adaptive measurements in the computational
basis as well as the {|+〉, |−〉}-basis allow universal quan-
tum computation.
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FIG. 3. Sketch of the gadget described in the proof of Theorem 7. The circuit gadget allows the preparation of an arbitrary
(not only fermionic) two-qubit state with the help of auxiliary lines in the state |+〉. To this end, the Hadamard gadget
introduced in [15] is utilised, as well as a decomposition of arbitrary two-qubit unitaries from [20] and the Euler decomposition
of single-qubit unitaries. Here, blank single-qubit operations denote phase gates and blank two-qubit operations denote the
Hadamard gadget. Finally, the auxiliary lines in the state |+〉 are discarded as described in the proof.
Proof. We show that with the described adaptive mea-
surements and a single auxiliary line at hand, Hadamard
gates may be implemented at any place within a MG cir-
cuit at the cost of two adaptive measurements and O(n)
MGs per Hadamard. Then the observation follows from
the fact that MGs together with the Hadamard form a
universal gate set2.
The construction requires one auxiliary line (e.g. at
the bottom of the circuit) which is initialised in either
|0〉 or |1〉. Suppose one wishes to implement a Hadamard
gate at a certain point in the circuit, on a specified
line (target line). Then, the first step is to bring the
auxiliary line into a position neighbouring to the tar-
get line (e.g. by using a sequence of O(n) fSWAP s
or G(−Z,X)s). Then the auxiliary line is measured in
the basis {|+〉, |−〉}. Adaptively applying Z then deter-
ministically prepares the state |+〉. Now, the Hadamard
gadget [15] is utilised to implement the Hadamard on the
target line. Finally the auxiliary line is removed as fol-
lows: a computational basis measurement is performed
on it and once more fSWAP s or G(−Z,X) are used to
return the auxiliary qubit to the position from which it
was swapped in initially. It may be then reused to im-
plement another Hadamard later on.
Let us remark here that, as discussed in [19], in view
of the above proof one might spuriously think that a MG
circuit with adaptive measurements and input states con-
taining |+〉 might also allow universal quantum computa-
tion. Opposed to that, however, the result in [15] shows
that such a situation is classically efficiently simulable.
An additional key ingredient, which adaptive measure-
ments in the basis {|+〉, |−〉} bring in, is the possibility
to obtain |+〉 at any place needed, which is not possible
when they are merely supplied as input state, as SWAP
is not an allowed operation and fSWAP would entangle
the auxiliary line with the other lines. And if |+〉’s were
initially placed amongst the input qubits at all needed
2 This can be seen by recalling that phase gates (which are match-
gates), together with the Hadamard gate allow implementation
of an arbitrary single qubit gate, and that these with matchgates
allow implementation of arbitrary two-qubit gates.
positions, they would fragment the remaining input into
sectors for n.n. MG actions until they are used.
Observation 2 straightforwardly generalises to mea-
surements in any basis of the form {|0〉 + eiφ|1〉, |0〉 −
eiφ|1〉} for φ ∈ R. This is due to the fact that single qubit
phase gates are matchgates and may thus be utilised prior
to an adaptive measurement in order to effectively im-
plement a measurement in the basis {|+〉, |−〉} instead.
In the following theorem, we generalise Observation 2
to adaptive measurements in any basis differing from
the computational basis. As phase gates are MGs we
will without loss of generality consider measurements in
the bases {cosx |0〉+ sinx |1〉, sinx |0〉 − cosx |1〉}, where
x ∈ (0, pi/4], in the following.
Theorem 8. MG circuits with computational basis input
and adaptive measurements in the computational basis as
well as the {cosx |0〉+ sinx |1〉, sinx |0〉 − cosx |1〉}-basis
for some x ∈ (0, pi/4] allow universal quantum computa-
tion. Here, x may be either constant (independent of n),
or lower bounded away from 0 by some inverse polyno-
mial in n.
Proof. We will show that by means of the adaptive mea-
surements in the two available bases, it is possible to
construct the state |+〉 with high probability at arbitrary
positions within the circuit. Then as in the proof of Ob-
servation 2, universal quantum computational power is
obtained.
Let us now describe a procedure creating the state |+〉.
First, similarly as in the proof of Observation 2, two
(rather than one, as there) auxiliary lines in the state
|0〉 are swapped into the desired position. Then, both
of the auxiliary lines are measured in the second (the
non-computational) basis. Adaptively performing Z cor-
rections, one deterministically obtains cosx |0〉+ sinx |1〉
on both lines. Next, the MG G(A,B) is applied, where
A =
(
sin y cos y
cos y − sin y
)
and B =
(
sin z cos z
cos z − sin z
)
, where
y, z ∈ R will be specified shortly. A computational
basis measurement is performed on the first auxiliary
qubit. It can be easily verified that in case of ob-
taining the measurement outcome 0, the state of the
second auxiliary qubit is proportional to [sin2 x cos y +
cos2 x sin y] |0〉 + [sinx cosx(sin z + cos z)] |1〉. Thus,
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choosing z = pi/4 (i.e. B is a Hadamard operation) and
y = arctan tan x(
√
2+tan x)
1+
√
2 tan x
, the second qubit is in the state
|+〉. Moreover, the probability of obtaining measurement
outcome 0 is given by p(0) = sin2(2x). Here y and z have
been chosen to maximise the probability of obtaining |+〉
within the described construction. See also Figure 4 for
a sketch of the described sequence. In case one instead
obtains the undesired measurement outcome 1, the sec-
ond auxiliary qubit will also be in the state |1〉 and hence
the process must be iterated.
FIG. 4. Sketch of a circuit gadget creating a copy of |+〉 with
probability sin2(2x). Here A is as given in the text. In case
of success (measuring outcome 0 on the first line), the second
line carries the state |+〉.
If x is a constant which is strictly larger than 0, or x is
bounded away from 0 by an inverse polynomial in n, an
acceptably small number of repetitions of the described
process suffice to generate |+〉 with sufficiently high prob-
ability, exponentially close to 1. More precisely, |+〉 may
be obtained in the two cases with an arbitrarily high
probability 1− usingO(poly(1/)) resp. O(poly(n, 1/))
adaptive measurements. This completes the proof.
VII. DISCUSSION
In this work we have studied the complexity of classi-
cally simulating MG circuits for a wide variety of settings.
We have compared our results for MGs with their coun-
terparts for Clifford circuits, although these two gate sets
are of a very different nature. MG circuits are subject
to a n.n. locality constraint, while Clifford circuits are
not. And Clifford gates form a discrete gate set, while the
MGs form a continuous set. Yet, notably, despite these
differences we observed that with respect to complexity
of simulation, their behaviour showed some striking par-
allels.
Clifford computations have been very much studied
and naturally, the question arises whether there may be
fruitful MG analogues of further Clifford computation
constructions. For example, could it be possible to devise
hybrid quantum-classical computation schemes based on
MG circuits, akin to those that have been developed for
Clifford circuits in [27, 28]? Moreover, it would be in-
teresting to see whether the classical simulation results
obtained here for MGs may be used for issues of verifi-
cation of quantum computations expressed in terms of
extended MG circuits, akin to the ideas for Clifford cir-
cuits in [8].
Another question which remains open is how the scal-
ing of classical simulation methods of simulating MG cir-
cuits with adaptive measurements and few magic states,
may be improved compared to the plain scaling result in
Theorem 3. The analogous question in the Clifford set-
ting has been the subject of intense study [27]. The main
tool there was the introduction of the notion of stabiliser
rank of a state |ψ〉 viz. the number of components in
the smallest decomposition of |ψ〉 in terms of (weighted)
stabilizer states. Finding the smallest decomposition for
a state |ψ〉 which is given by a tensor product of magic
states has a direct impact on the efficiency of direct clas-
sical simulation methods for the universal Clifford + T
gate set. One can introduce an analogous quantity for
MG circuits: given an n-qubit state |ψ〉 = ∑χi=1 αi|γi〉
its Gaussian rank of |ψ〉 is the smallest χ for which it
admits the decomposition where the |γi〉 are Gaussian
states, i.e, states that may be generated by MG circuits
from computational basis states. Our magic state |M〉
for MG circuits has a Gaussian rank of 2. However, it
is unclear whether multiple (k) copies of it have a Gaus-
sian rank that is smaller than 2k, or indeed how a small
Gaussian rank may be utilised to advantage in classical
simulation methods for MGs (see proof of Theorem 3).
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Appendix A: Remarks on the reordering of lines in
matchgate circuits
In [15] it is asserted that the overall ordering of the
qubits in MG circuits is irrelevant for issues of efficient
classical simulability (cf paragraph before the one con-
taining eq. (7) in [15]). This applies straightforwardly
if the reordering of the input state and the final mea-
surements is possible via fermionic SWAPs as applies
to computational basis inputs and final measurements
in the computational basis. In this setting, applying
fSWAPs effectively corresponds to reordering the lines.
Furthermore the method of [15], involving relabelling of
fermionic modes after reinterpreting the MG circuit as a
free fermionic evolution, also extends the use of fSWAPS
to be applicable to the reordering of general product state
inputs too. However, importantly, as mentioned in the
main text after our proof of Theorem 7, in a setting in-
volving entangled state inputs, line reordering can have
a dramatic effect on classical simulation complexity.
We mention also that as long as no adaptive measure-
ments are performed, a different argument can be used
to address reordering issues in the case of product state
input: it is shown in [4] that the technique of classical
simulation there can be employed for product state input
(and for few entangled input states as discussed in Sec-
tion IV) even if the whole MG circuit is conjugated by
an arbitrary Clifford operation (which includes permut-
ing the lines). This then implies that reordering in such
a setting does not alter the simulation complexity.
Let us finally briefly mention the setting of MG circuits
with product state inputs and k final measurements in ar-
bitrary bases, which has been shown in [15] to be weakly
classically efficiently simulable. The Hadamard gadget is
employed there not only to prepare a product state at
the beginning of the circuit (cf Section III B 4), but also
to reduce the final general basis measurements to compu-
tational basis measurements. The construction initially
applies only to the measurements being on the final k
lines and is then generalised to any subset of k lines by
invoking the reordering method of [15] mentioned above.
We note here an alternative way of achieving this final
step. The case of k = n could be initially considered
and sampled by weak classical simulation (being an ex-
ample of final contiguous lines) and then a sample from
the probability distribution corresponding to measuring
any k < n of the lines may be obtained by disregarding
the outcomes for lines one is not interested in.
